
Genome 562 Population Genetics
Winter, 2015 J. Felsenstein

Homework 2
due January 21, 2015

Do these problems, and email the results (if you can, in a PDF or else in Word .DOC or .DOCX
format). Like all of the weekly homeworks this one totals 25 points and is due at the end of that day
(at midnight).

This one is more algebra. Nevertheless it is not as hard as it may look.

1. (13 points) A researcher in experimental evolution has three haploid genotypes of yeast, which we
call A1, A2, and A3. She wants to estimate their fitnesses, which are called W1, W2, and W3. She
takes a mixture of strains of frequencies f1, f2, and f3 (these of course add to 1).

After growing them in culture for one generation the frequencies are g1, g2, and g3 (which add to
1). They strains don’t mate and form diploids, they just reproduce asexually.

(i) What are the equations for these in terms of the fi and the Wi? Also what happens to ratios
between the frequencies of two genotypes?

(ii) Do they allow us to make an estimate of the values of the absolute fitnesses, the Wi? Of the
relative fitnesses?

(iii) Show the calculations for estimating fitnesses if the fi are 0.1, 0.3, and 0.6 and the gi turn
out to be 0.18, 0.3, and 0.52.

2. (12 points) Some plant species have self-sterility systems. The simplest kind, gametophytic
self-sterility, has alleles at the self-sterility locus, called S1, S2, . . ., S10. The system has all
heterozygotes formed survive, but no homozygotes do.

Suppose that we start out with equal frequencies of alleles S2, S3, through S10, but with a different
frequency of S1.

(i) In subsequent generations, will the frequencies of S2, S3, . . ., S10 remain equal to each other?
(A little staring at the equations should tell you the answer to this).

(ii) Given the answer to that question, work out an equation for the frequency S1 in terms of its
own frequency. (This is easier than it looks, since for the cases I am discussing the frequencies of
all of the alleles can be written in terms of the frequency of S1).

(iii) If we start out with frequencies 0.01 of S1 and 0.11 of each of the other 9 alleles, what are
the frequencies of S1 in the next three generations?

(iv) What is the equilibrium frequency of S1 that it is heading towards? If another allele (an 11th
one) arises at a low frequency, what would you guess is expected to happen to it (just make a
good guess)?


